2012, Dec 15

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES: latest ones are at the top.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening & Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Everyone is invited to Cheryl Croci's Sunday and Monday ascension and activation calls
● 8:45 pm EST/5:45 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● We owe $25 + $300 = $325 for this week
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R

T & R: ● Needs are for food and gas + $113 for a bill - can donate via the website at the Paypal buttons
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mintaka9999@yahoo.com
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
The work we do together, the sharing we do – all of this is important: thank you all for sharing!
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free

530-413-9537
530-513-6472
888-429-5471 [Canada, US]

Hard News:
R: this local universe is participating in this story – going through the rift
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Camp Loveway: discussed this topic – the stories about what to expect when we go through the rift
● Talked of the 8 minutes when we become the particle accelerators and anything can happen – brought in
the story of Joe Rogan who talked of the experience of meeting one of the Sirians, a Pleiadian and
an Andromedan on one of his DMT journeys: they told him to spread the story of love
● R goes back to time of Atlantis and the blame game going on then – reminds him of now – we are under
the microscope of the rest of the universe as we walk through this journey – be on our best
behaviour and speak only love and kindness
Counterspin: Guest Jeremy Scahill – issues in Africa and how work proceeds on increasing instability
and how the spirit of the continent is rising against these forces – like in Avatar.
● The empire over here has tentacles which are withering, as in Lord of the Rings when Frodo
showed up – we are all Frodos saving the day.
R called Jeremy and asked about the Black Widow, one of Mother's paradisicial daughter who is a 50ft
dragon! The Mother of Creation can handle this task!
● This is a tale of epic proportions, as all species are involved: we are 12 rays of living light, living
love – no matter what we look like, we all have a story to share.
Tom the RC Cat today: quite an intense situation: the shooter in CT – the EU finds the CIA guilty of war
crimes - what happened in CT is another straw
Teran brought up the subject – Joe Rogan took some DMT, went through a wormhole into a // universe
where there was never any war
Reading: by now all America has heard about the school shooting – but don't realize it is another False
Flag incident – to gain control over people – to kill children to gain – this occurred the same day
that a European union court ruled against the CIA
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
(Redirected from MK-ULTRA)
"MKULTRA" redirects here. For other uses, see MKULTRA (disambiguation).
Project MKUltra was the code name for a covert research operation experimenting in the
behavioral engineering of humans (mind control) through the CIA's Scientific Intelligence
Division. The program began in the early 1950s, was officially sanctioned in 1953, was reduced
in scope in 1964, further curtailed in 1967 and "officially halted" in 1973.[1] The program
engaged in many illegal activities[2][3][4]; in particular it used unwitting U.S. and Canadian
citizens as its test subjects, which led to controversy regarding its legitimacy.[5][6][7][8]
MKUltra involved the use of many methodologies to manipulate people's individual mental
states and alter brain functions, including the surreptitious administration of drugs
(especially LSD) and other chemicals, hypnosis, sensory deprivation, isolation, verbal and
sexual abuse, as well as various forms of torture.[9]
The scope of Project MKUltra was broad, with research undertaken at 80 institutions,
including 44 colleges and universities, as well as hospitals, prisons and pharmaceutical
companies.[10] The CIA operated through these institutions using front organizations,
although sometimes top officials at these institutions were aware of the CIA's involvement.
[11] MKUltra was allocated 6 percent of total CIA funds.[12]
Project MKUltra was first brought to public attention in 1975 by the Church Committee of
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the U.S. Congress, and a Gerald Ford commission to investigate CIA activities within the
United States. Investigative efforts were hampered by the fact that CIA Director Richard
Helms ordered all MKUltra files destroyed in 1973; the Church Committee and Rockefeller
Commission investigations relied on the sworn testimony of direct participants and on the
relatively small number of documents that survived Helms' destruction order.[13]
In 1977, a Freedom of Information Act request uncovered a cache of 20,000 documents
relating to project MKUltra, which led to Senate hearings later that same year.[6] In July of
2001 some surviving information regarding MKUltra was officially declassified.
T: the program has never stopped: just got more devious
Reading: Innocent Man Kidnapped, Stripped, Beaten and Drugged in Secret CIA Jail -- Court Rules in His
Favor, Against CIA
[SEE BELOW]
R: same day shooting happened, the powers that are taking this to next level were being indicted and they
are trying to cover their bloody trail
T: question is if this young man actually did it: in Aurora, the man's memory was wiped out - maybe this is
more like Columbine. T thinks there was one shooter and it was not him – and they made sure to kill
this one; in the Aurora incident, the Black Ops drugged the man at his home and bought the arms
and ammunition with his credit card. Who really did kill the mother in Sandy Hook?
R: Scahill said there are teams of Black Ops going around creating mischief because the 13 families are
on trial. The cabal are re-arranging the deck chairs on the Titanic – this goes with what Z
Brezinski said to his friend that the powers of activism are dismantling their dreams of a new
World Order.
T: sweeping changes in congress, the Supreme Court – Roberts, Alito appointed by Bush were not lawful
appointments because Bush was not a lawful president
R: Al Gore was the lawful president, though he too is a criminal
T: Alan Lanzo was the son of a father who was part of DARPA, the cover project for what happened
in Japan – DARPA developed the sub hunting video game
R: seems the shooter was a serious gamer who played war / killing games all the time
T: heard that mother may have killed someone else in the neighbourhood, and then the kid killed her
● Seems that Nancy Champion Lanzo did not work at the school – the weapons owned by her are
standard CIA issue; divorced from husband over a year ago and he was CIA, hence her having
those weapons. Her brother is a retired policeman
Audio: Sibel Edmonds on Abby Martin – she will say some things about Obama that are not true – has to
do with the Black Widow
http://rt.com/programs/breaking-set-summary/edmonds-martin-911-afghanistan/

Breaking the Set
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Abby Martin Breaks the Set on US government knowledge about 9/11 and America’s
failure in Afghanistan.
In this episode of Breaking the Set, Abby Martin talks to the Editor of Boiling Frogs Post and
Founder of the National Security Whistleblowers Coalition, Sibel Edmonds, about her story as
a whistleblower and the erosion of civil liberties in post 9/11 America. Abby then talks to
Brookings Institute fellow and author of ‘Aspiration and Ambivalence’, Vanda Felbab-Brown,
about the state of play in...

Audio: Max Keiser

http://rt.com/programs/keiser-report/episode-380-max-keiser/

Every week Max Keiser looks at all the scandal behind the financial news headlines.
In this episode, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert look at central banking meth heads and low
level broker-dealer-thieves drinking the hand sanitizer that is the high frequency scalping of
the last dregs of equity left in the markets. They also ask whether the US has it in for
British banks. In the second half, Max Keiser talks to Peter Antonioni, author of Economics
for Dummies, about the policy of quantitative easing as economic homeopathy – it only works
on the grounds that you believe it works – and about the UK monetizing its debt after
transferring QE ‘surpluses’ from the Bank of England to the Treasury.
Update on Gracie: has a mission on the Nibiru: Mother is helping her to integrate into galactic life!
Music: Ravi Shankar & Yehudi Menuhin

Audio: video

"2012 A-Z" - A Galaxial Event of Disneyesque Proportion
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxMymXI4KAg

Published on 28 Nov 2012
Everything you wanted to know about '2012' but didn't know to ask.
I WANT Your Comments & Thanks for Beta Testing this Video!
Heard of the Photon Belt? Pole Shift? Precession of Equinoxes?
Nibiru, Solar Storms, The Mayan Calendar or Biblical Prophecy?
With over 30 yrs in Radio & TV Broadcasting, Boulder Professor Marc "The Arcturian", Grandson of Warren Buffet's
Mentor, Benjamin Graham, takes you on this Galaxial Tour in: "The Most Comprehensive 60 Minutes On "2012"
Ever Assembled"
Over 4G/1,200 Photos, Clips, Animations, Slides and SFX went into this video of Disneyesque Proportion even Bill
didn't know you could make when you let a deranged professor play with his PowerPoint2010 60 Day Trial Version
for three months!
Every Man, Woman, and Child on Planet Earth should see this......in the next 23 days. You or someone you know
wants to see this movie.
"IF Mani Narobe and I are right,...in 3-4 weeks, none of us may even remember this video." -M*
May The Force Be With Us All
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Audio: “How to start a revolution” - about the American whose ideas are being used by those on the
streets in the Middle East – non-violent resistance

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

From Dictatorship to Democracy

From Dictatorship to Democracy

Author(s)
Country
Language
Publisher
Publication date
Published in English
Pages
ISBN
OCLC Number

Gene Sharp
United States; others
English & 30+ others
Albert Einstein Institution
1994; others
1994
93 (2010); others
9781880813096
706499601

From Dictatorship to Democracy, A Conceptual Framework for Liberation is a book-length essay on the generic
problem of how to destroy a dictatorship and to prevent the rise of a new one.[1] The book was written in 1993 by
Gene Sharp (b. 1928), a professor of political science at the University of Massachusetts. The book has been
published in many countries worldwide and translated into more than 30 languages. Editions in many languages are
also published by the Albert Einstein Institution of Boston, Massachusetts. Its primary English-language edition is
currently (2012) the Fourth United States Edition, published in May 2010.[2]
The book has been circulated worldwide and cited repeatedly as influencing movements such as the Arab Spring of
2010–2012.[3][4][5][6]

Origin
From Dictatorship to Democracy (FDTD) was written in 1993 at the request of a prominent exiled Burmese
democrat, Tin Maung Win, who was then editor of Khit Pyaing (The New Era Journal), in Bangkok, Thailand.[7]:87-8
The book took several months to write as the author drew upon several decades of experience in scholarship on
nonviolent action.[7]:87[8] FDTD was first published in 1993 as installments in Burmese and English in Khit Pyaing.
In 1994, it was issued as a booklet in both English and Burmese.[7]:88 Since that time, there have been several
additional English-language editions and translations into more than 30 additional languages.

Topics covered
From Dictatorship to Democracy contains a preface and ten sections. Its first appendix includes 198 Methods Of
Nonviolent Action that were taken from Gene Sharp's The Politics of Nonviolent Action (1973), Part Two, The
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Methods of Nonviolent Action. The main sections of the 4th US edition are entitled:
1. Facing Dictatorships Realistically
2. The Dangers of Negotiations
3. Whence Comes the Power?
4. Dictatorships Have Weaknesses
5. Exercising Power
6. The Need for Strategic Planning
7. Planning Strategy
8. Applying Political Defiance
9. Disintegrating the Dictatorship
10. Groundwork for Durable Democracy
Three appendices are included in the fourth US edition of FDTD:
Appendix 1. The Methods of Nonviolent Action
Appendix 2. Acknowledgements and Notes on the History of From Dictatorship to Democracy
Appendix 3. A Note About Translations and Reprinting of this Publication
For Further Reading
Appendix 3 gives a step-by-step procedure for effectively translating FDTD into other languages.
Music: Toto, Africa – live from Amsterdam
Astrology:

Richard

Says it's a messy chart!
● A T-square that will not go away for awhile = the trials and troubles we are going through right now are
growing pains!
● Mercury in Venus: the left and right sides of the brain; under the T-square is a good trine from Uranus
to Mercury and Venus; Mercury in Sag – indicative of downloads we are getting from Divine Will
● Uranus now direct – things should pick up speed and move forward
● Pluto is energizing Uranus, Chiron, Neptune, the moon tonight – looks like an upside down cup, pouring
out to the east – Jupiter is opposite Mercury; also a pair of conjuncts which are a YOD [the finger
of God] which will maximize around 21st / 22nd – this kind of energy means we will be assimilated!
● The energies are building in this formation and will be with us all week – pointing to / and with the
expansion energies – all good! Venus going to Sag
● Sag is very important it is the energy of the traveller, the explorer, the investigator – the sun is close
to the alignment with galactic centre as heard in the 70 minute YouTube – a good presentation.
● Mars is by itself in Capricorn
● think of 21st as a five day energy event!!!! Jupiter is working with every planet tonight, except the sun
and Mars. The amplitude is up; the amps are up; Uranus gone direct – Jupiter shining on all the
subject material means there is no place to hide.
● Got his 2013 astrology calendar: when Jupiter goes direct Jan 30 th; it's still retrograde – it will act like
the opening gunshot of the horse race!!! Will unleash forward progress; we have been under
retrograde conditions for a long time: Jan 30th to Feb 16th NO PLANETS RETROGRADE
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● Pluto is direct now, goes retrograde on Ap 12 th; next one is Feb 23rd Saturn Feb 18th; Pluto Ap 12th and 2
others. Once Jupiter goes direct, more and more people will wake up!
Audio: From Spirit Science – the master symbol
Reading: http//pleiadianlight.net/12/21/12the new golden age of light

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: Amy Goodman – Democracy Now Dr Cornel West at Chicago at Northwestern Law school during the
week Obama was elected

Reading: About The speech of the unknown: from the editor of Reverse Spin

[SEE BELOW]

Caller:
T: she was the one who said this is the straw that is breaking the camel's back – everyone is calling it evil
from David Cay Johnson to Sibel Edmonds – on RT TV Abby Martins show: Breaking the Set. Sibel did not
mince words: this is completely evil; they also lied and pre-meditated 9/11 – what she cannot do is say
anything good about Barack – what she was saying about him was really about Hillary
Caller: asking about medical examiners' report about being killed by rifles
T: there were 4 automatic weapons that were found; the glock could shoot 100 rounds. Sacha Faals said it
was an MK Ultra program & for once, is on the money. Newtown is a major hedge fund town so the people
are super wealthy – shooter's father was a CIA agent. Reminds us of Aurora shooting and that we still
have not had the truth of what happened there. The shooter in CT was dressed same as one in Colorado:
another Black Ops posing as a person; the CIA was just indicted by the European Court – this was preplanned to coincide with the ruling of the European Court
Caller: would it also have to do with the banking situation?
T: yes! Max Keiser & Stacey Herbert are great – funny and on the money, so to speak!
● Only took one day for the truth about this being a Black Ops to come out
Caller: was the Oregon mall shooting tied in?
T: spoke of this being a failure because it was stopped! Yes, it is – all of those people are just being used,
just like in Syria. Z Brezinski said that current protest movements are undermining progress of
the NWOrder
Caller: did you get the ink? Yes! Arrived intact.
T: talks of re-cycling and about idea of going back to using hemp as the founding fathers said – speaks of
producing fuel out of algae which is not so far-fetched when we know oil comes from algae – has
Rama heard about making fuel from carbon dioxide?
Caller: plants breathe CO2 and keep the air clean! Rain forests are being destroyed – has unbalanced the
eco-system.
T: over half the cars in Brazil are built to use bio-fuels, which is made from sugar cane.
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Caller 2: Re: Mt Magazine in AK and the pyramid at the bottom of it: ● Blue Mountain Lake has been
drained because of the drought – there is no pyramid!
T: it was there! Thousands have seen it: maybe the Ashtar Command translated it out of there. It was at
the bottom of the lake; on a sunny day you could see it at the bottom of the lake.
Caller2: when she was at the hotel, the Army Corps of Engineers were there – asked the waiter what
happened – seems the reservoir lake was drained to do repairs? Seems odd. There is also a
pyramid at Lake Titicaca
T: the sun disc is not there: it is at the Monastery of the Seven Rays ; the one in AK is not comparable to
what is in Lake Titicaca which is the highest lake in the world
● People don't realize that the cause of the drought is result of weather-manipulation
Caller2: it is awful to see this – plan is to refill it when the water returns
T: the Poconos in Pennsylvania had the same gorgeous Eden-like environment as in AK before the drought

Caller3: ref to Amy Goodman and Leonard Pelletier – nothing to lose by transmuting Pelletier's sentence
T: only way Barack can do it is to get the criminals out of there!
Caller: he is innocent – a good idea for people to intercede with their representatives to move Obama: he
did not do the murders:
T: could also transmute the sentence of Jahmal: he did not murder a policeman in Philadelphia - KOS said
everyone is going to get out of jail or at least most of them – 70% are there for non-violent
crimes, and marijuana is the least of it. In some states, stealing a candy bar and getting caught 3x
get jail for life, yet the banksters get nothing.
● Thom Hartmann's assessment: Inequality, lack of mental health care, guns – 3 problems wrapped up in
one
Caller: where he works, he sees assault weapons – and they are glorified as well
T: will all change at the same time: KOS confirmed that this shooting in CT is the straw that breaks the
camel's back. The only use for an assault weapon is killing people On Friday, they played about how
the body and mind is screwed up with anything that is not vegan living – this is the outstanding
thing about Jeshu's life – the Nazarene Essenes were radical: he would not chop down a tree: they
lived on the side of Mt Carmel in tents
Caller3: The Templar Revelation – interesting about Jesus being trained in Egyptian mystery schools
T: when Herod was killing kids when J was 2, they travelled on land speeders in underground tunnels and
lived in Egypt; eventually they went back. When Jeshu and Magdalene had first child [Lady Di in
this life], they went to Mt Carmel – inside the mountain was an access to the Agartha network and
they went to Egypt and the Kings Chamber for teachings from the Ashtar Command. T & R have
been accessing materials from the internet and of course they live with Mother 24/7 who drops
pearls; also they have The Keys of Enoch and the Pistis Sophia, backed by the Nag Hammadi Dig
● Lady Di and Dodi go from monastery to monastery in the Hindu Kush where there are volumes of
material written by Jeshu and Magdalene – some of them are as big as 3 ft thick and 2 ft tall;
● Greg Braden was allowed to make slides and take pictures. When they lived with Mark, T &
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R saw the slides!
Caller: still struggling with his own life
T: keep on your discipline! Important to change diet – your parasites will not let you change because they
only want an acid diet.
● To clean out the parasites: juice fasting, fresh, organic juice fasting – there is no lack of
nutrients there. On a regular basis, as you receive enough nutrients, will only need a meal a day –
● She eats raw fruit in between and takes mago 7 and sulphur – most damaging thing is to overeat
– brings backs the parasites; ● She also takes diatamacious earth [food grade] - heaping
tablespoon in the morning – parasites do not live with that stuff! Even radiation will not live with
that stuff
Caller4: current piece about Hillary and her health – the photo looks like she's 20 years younger – curious
– is this a way to keep her from going?
T: there are at least 15 look alike clones; back in '97 when David Rockerfeller Sr was killed – KOS had a
72 hour private interview with Pope Paul 11 – as a result, went to SA and killed 100,000 orcs /
borgs – he was a solid hologram! He could show up in a 100 places and get it all done in the name of
the NWO
Caller: the energy from 12/12/12 is peaceful; a lovely energy
T: a delight to have their anniversary on the same day – they did a ceremony on the next day at a ranch “Let the River Run” by Carly Simon – on the day before Dec 12, Mother had Susan Leland play that
song on Dec 11th in honour of Dec 12th – theme song of a movie “The Working Girl” - Carly Simon is
totally awake!
● The most powerful of the 12/12/12 is the energy of Dec 3rd which eclipsed the ability of the Illuminati
to draw on their black magic – so the energy building up to the 12/12/12 was totally available for
us to draw on. And 12/12/12 is the true ascension day!
● Wherever the pyramid went, it will be safe and still transmitting energy. The crystals are alive: the
great crystal was crushed and what we are doing is rebuilding that energy etherically
●We came from the Pleaiades and a 12th dimensional matrix of ourselves. As we moved through the 7 th
super universe which was a co-creation; we had to re-create everything and Metatron had to rebuild us a couple of times! We had access to all the powers and had to learn how to use them Rama was channelling Jehovah and was so angry at him –
●We wanted to co-create a universe and Mother said OK but there is a Prime Directive – you will have
consequences based on what you do . As you do things that are not in alignment, things will get
worse and worse and worse. The opposite is also true:
● T realized that Barack was not crying just for the children and the parents in CT: he knows how many
times he almost lost his own family due to Hillary and actions taken out of their time-space
continuum
● it is a misuse of power which is what evil is – we are getting our powers back with the knowledge and
wisdom with the precise and timely knowledge to use them.
● Talks about Sibel Edmonds on the Abby Martin show and what Sibel Edmunds did and saw as a
translator and why she became a whistleblower
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Audio: returning to “How to Start a Revolution”
violence

Lesson 2; skipped Lesson 3; go to Lesson 4: resist

Audio: Nick Christoff – World Affairs Council, San Francisco, CA - need to invest in humans, especially
in girls and women

Audio: Up with Chris Hayes: Amy Goodman was the guest on Dec 15

Reading: The Quintessential Ophiuchus Chapter 2: Constellation Ophiuchus – an Argument for
Intelligent Design
[finishes this chapter]
[SEE BELOW]
Reading: The Mayan Factor – the signs and their directional associations in this type of calendar
starts at “IMIX “ - direction is east

Closing:
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2012, Dec 14 Innocent Man Kidnapped, Stripped, Beaten and Drugged in Secret

CIA Jail -- Court Rules in His Favor, Against CIA
http://msnoworldorder.co.uk/newsblog/378-innocent-man-kidnapped-stripped-beaten-and-drugged-insecret-cia-jail-court-rules-in-his-favor-against-cia

The European Court of Human Rights has ruled in favour of a German citizen, after finding he was an
innocent victim of extraordinary rendition by the CIA.
Macedonia was ordered to pay Khaled el-Masri $78,000 on Thursday for arresting him and handing him
over to the US in December 2003. El-Masri spent five months in secret CIA jails for suspected links to
armed Islamist groups.
The decision is a victory for El-Masri who has been trying in the US and Europe to get authorities to
recognize him as a victim.
El-Masri, a German citizen of Lebanese origin, was arrested, held in isolation, questioned and ill-treated in
a hotel in the Macedonian capital Skopje for 23 days, the court's press service said. He was then
transferred to CIA agents who brought him to a detention facility in Afghanistan, where he was further badly
treated for over four months.
The European court, based in Strasbourg, France, ruled that El-Masri's account was "established beyond
reasonable doubt" and that Macedonia "had been responsible for his torture and ill-treatment both in the
country itself and after his transfer to the US authorities in the context of an extra-judicial rendition".
Macedonian authorities said they would not comment until they are formally notified of the ruling. The
Macedonian government has denied involvement in kidnapping.
'Milestone'
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El-Masri claimed during the flight to Afghanistan, he was stripped, beaten and drugged. His ordeal ended
when he was eventually dumped on a road in Albania after the US realized they had got the wrong man.
Though the case focused on Macedonia, it drew broader attention because of how sensitive the CIA
extraordinary renditions were for Europe.
The operations involved abducting and interrogating "terrorist" suspects without court sanction in the years
following the September 11, 2001, attacks on the US, under former President George W Bush.
A 2007 Council of Europe investigation accused 14 European governments of permitting the CIA to run
detention centres, or carry out rendition flights, between 2002 and 2005.
Amnesty International said the verdict was historic because "for the first time it holds a European state
accountable for its involvement in the secret US-led programmes and is a milestone in the fight against
impunity".
"Macedonia is not alone," it said, in a joint statement with the International Committee of Jurists.
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2012, Dec 15

12-21-12 ~ The New Golden Age of Light

http://pleiadianlight.net/12-21-12-the-new-golden-age-of-light/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=RGlkw9RBKT4
12-21-12 ~ Alignment to the Galactic Center and the Cosmic Heart of all Creation
On December 21st, 2012 one of the greatest, unprecedented and most glorious events of Light is to occur
as we align to the Galactic Center, experiencing our true radiance as these sacred transfiguring Flames of
Divine Love through the Cosmic Heart of All Creation. This unparalleled activity of Light orchestrated
from On High, has been prophesized and foretold by the Company of Heaven and its many Disciples over
eons and eons. Humanity is about to officially enter into the Golden Age of Light as One Awakened Unified
Cosmic Heart through the energy of Divine Love pouring forth from their heart centers and reflected
through the Love of all Creation. In this Galactic Alignment of Light, all Life is moving up an octave, and by
the Grace of God, One Unity Consciousness is again to be experienced as all planets, suns and cycles align
through this Cosmic ascension cycle, occurring once every 25,556 years.
Overlighted by the Company of Heaven, Mother/Father God and our Beloved I Am Presence, we
experience this alignment of Light through the Galactic Center to the Inner Earth Sun, the Sun, Central
Sun and Great Central Sun, amplified through the Solar Flares, Photonic Rays and super-electron. This
electromagnetic pulsing of Divine Light further assists in activating our Light Bodies/Merkabas and the
Light Body/Merkaba field of Mother Earth as our Sun becomes the Central Sun and Mother Earth, the
Spiritual Sun for this Solar System.
Our Light Body/Merkaba is a living, organic Divine Intelligence, powered by our Beloved I Am Presence
working in alignment with Mother/Father God. As we receive the amplified Light frequencies through the
Photonic Rays of Light from the surrounded stars, solar systems and the Galactic Center, we convert this
Light energy into electrons and spin the sub-atomic particles within our bodies in increased Light
frequencies. Photons, which are formed through the collision of an electron and its anti-particle opposite,
the positron, produce two quanta of Light. And the super-electron is a Life activating force which impulses
the transmutation of the positron on the lower dimensions. The Photon Rays of Light, which we have been
shifting into and out of on this Earth plane, have been stimulated through the super-electron, and
manifest as Photon Rays of Light using the sub-electron on our Earth plane. For the earthly electron is a
sub-electron within the super-electron, the sole electron of our Multi-Universe. These Photon Rays which
we have been experiencing further facilitate the clearing of karma, which is one of the reasons why so
much clearing has individually and collectively taken place on Mother Earth. And now, in this grand Galactic
alignment of Light, we experience this Gateway of Divine Love, into the Cosmic Heart of All Creation in
non-duality and One Unity Consciousness, amplified through the energy vibration of the Photon Rays, now
experienced through the electron, a much higher vibration of Light than we have currently experienced on
this Earth plane.
Additionally, to connect to all dimensions of Light available to us and assist in the Planetary Merkaba
activation of Mother Earth and all her Life into this Golden Age of Light, the Legions of Light from On
High will activate 33 Cosmic Stargate Portals of Light within and around this earth plane. The number 11 is
the Christ Consciousness sacred number for this earth plane and both 12-12-12 and 12-21-12 vibrate to
the master number 11. 22 is the master number vibration for the fourth dimension, and 33 the master
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number for the fifth dimension, taking us into the new Earth Templates of Divine Love. A particular time
space vibration encapsulates each dimensional level, and until the Monadic Consciousness of our Solar
System expands to the next level of dimensional consciousness or our own multidimensional Selves expand
to the next dimensional level, we are unable to move beyond these ring-passeth-nots. However, by the
Grace of God, this Galactic alignment of Light takes us beyond the ring-passeth-nots into the new Earth
templates through the Galactic Center, as we access multidimensional realities and our past and future
Selves through the Christed Timelines and experience a Now moment of incredible bliss, Divine Love and
One Unity Consciousness.
These 33 Stargate Portals of Light are also directly connected to the 12 major vortices and Crystalline
Cities of Mother Earth as well as 21 Spiritual Retreats of the Ascended Masters, Archangels and Mighty
Elohim. Additionally, the 33 Stargate Portals of Light are connected to the 33 Cosmic Christ Holographic
Discs, 13 major and 20 minor. These Silver Cosmic Christ Holographic Discs take us into the Christed
Timelines and these fifth dimensional frequencies of zero point energy, the energy of Divine,
unconditional Love and the everpresent Now. The Cosmic Christ Holographic Discs are activated through
the spinal column, through the 33 vertebrae within the spinal column. This first activation occurred on
January 21st 2012, and this last activation occurs on December 21st, following the activation of the 33

Stargate Portals of Light. The Cosmic Christ Holographic Discs are essentially high-vibrational templates
which carry the mapping, remembrance and restoration of the Cosmic codes for our multi-dimensional
bodies. In activated the Cosmic Christ Holographic Discs within the body and within the Unity Grid, we are
creating and affecting change within our own bodies through the central nervous system, meridians and
chakras, while activating the major chakras and vortices of Mother Earth to assist in the ascension
process. Additionally we have been building our bodies of Light and creating the Group I Am Avatar
Blueprint of Light.
In this Galactic alignment of Light, we are invited to assist thousands of Planetary Light Workers,
starseeded ones and the entire Company of Heaven as one of many groups of 144 000 Christ Conscious
Beings of Light and sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love. As we experience our Light
Bodies/Merkabas and the Golden Flame of One Unity Consciousness within our Heart’s Temple and the
Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God, we lift the vibration of Mother Earth into the new Earth Templates
through the 144 Unity Grid of Divine Love, so that all Life may potentially experience this Golden Age of
Light.

Invocation for the 12-21-12 alignment to the Galactic Center
I call upon the Overlighting of Mother/Father God,
the Pleiadians, the Sirians, the Andromedans and the Arcturians, all of the Light,
the Archangels and Angels, the Trinity Lords of Light, Lord Michael, Lord Metatron and Lord Melchizedek,

the Chohans of the Rays: El Morya, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Paul the Venetian, Hilarion, Sananda, St.
Germain, Lady Nada, Mother Mary, Allah Gobi, Quan Yin and Pallas Athena,
the Mighty Elohim,
the Melchizedek Brotherhood of the Light,
Lord Buddha, Sanat Kumara, Helios and Vesta and Lord Melchior,
the Mahatma, the Cosmic Avatar of Synthesis,
and all other Beings of Light I personally acknowledge,
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as I now merge with my Beloved I Am Presence, the Highest Light that I Am within the Cosmic Heart
of Mother/Father God.
I now find my Self on the Unity Grid of Divine Love,
connected to the Light Workers, Starseeded One, and all the Beings of Light from On High assisting in
this grand Cosmic Galactic alignment of Light.
I now experience the actualization and integration of the new Earth Templates and geometries of Light,
that were activated through the 12-12-12 Initiatory Gateway of One Unity Consciousness,
receiving the emanating Liquid Light crystalline star codes and vortex templates from the crystalline
vortices, leylines, sacred sites and portals of Mother Earth,
as the new crystalline geometries of Light are actualized within the Unity Grid of Divine Love.
I now align into the Inner Earth Sun, the Sun, the Central Sun, the Great Central Sun,
and now the inner Sun within my heart,
as the 33 Stargate Portals of Light are activated by the many Legions of Light from On High.
I now connect into all the major vortices and Crystalline Cities of Light of Mother Earth that I am
aware of, or connected to, in this Galactic Alignment of Light.
I now connect to the Spiritual Retreats of the Ascended Masters, Archangels and Mighty Elohim that I
am aware of, through my connection to these Beings of Light.
I now anchor and activate all 33 Cosmic Christ Holographic Discs,
13 major and 20 minor,
through the 33 vertebrae along my spinal column.
I gently move my body from side to side and backwards and forwards, facilitating the process of the
cerebrospinal fluid and the recalibration of my sensory system, central nervous system, chakras and
meridians.
I now activate my Light Body/Merkaba to the fifth dimensional Templates of Divine Love.
As I bring a focus to my energy field, I create a radiant Golden Flower of Life 54 feet in diameter
around my Self.
And now within this, I create a beautiful silver-gold sphere 10.8 feet in diameter around my Self.
I now visualize three super-imposed star tetrahedrons within this silver-gold sphere of Light,
all the exact same size, superimposed over one another.
I now spin my emotional body star tetrahedron in a clockwise direction within this Golden Flower of Life,

at the same time spinning the mental body star tetrahedron in a counter clockwise direction,
as I now recite the following Fibonacci ratios and God speeds of Light:
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8/5, 11 times God speed to infinity,
13/8, 22 times God speed to infinity,
21/13, 33 times God speed to infinity.
And now, my Light Body/Merkaba field is activated to the speed of the fifth dimension, to the new
Earth Templates of Divine Love.
As I experience my Self in Divine Love, in the radiance and magnificence of my Self as this sacred
transfiguring Flame of Divine Love,
I now connect to the Group I AM Avatar Consciousness of Light.
To the Highest Light of all Humanity,
and to all the Light Workers, starseeded ones and custodians to this sacred earth.
And now, through the Group I Am Avatar Consciousness of Light,
I find my Self connected to one of these 33 Stargate Portals of Light,
working in groups of twelve with my Soul and Star families of the Light and the many Legions of
Light from On High.
I now assist in bringing in Pillars of Light from the higher dimensions through these Stargate Portals of Light,

as I clear the lower dimensions frequencies on this earth plane,
and wrap Mother Earth and all her Life in this beautiful Golden Flame of One Unity Consciousness.
And now, the ray qualities of wisdom, devotion, illuminating intelligence, Love, power, harmony,
peace, equilibrium, creativity, forgiveness, compassion, enlightenment and One Unity Consciousness
are activated and actualized through the Unity Grid of Divine Love.
As I experience this Galactic alignment of Light, and the Photonic Rays, Solar Flares and the super-electron,

I now assist in the Planetary Merkaba activation of Mother Earth’s Light Body.
As a bring a focus to Mother Earth,
I visualize the star tetrahedronal shapes as they are connected to Mother Earth’s etheric, emotional and
mental bodies.
I see the base of the top tetrahedron connect with Mother Earth at the latitude of 19.5 degrees south,
and the base of the bottom tetrahedron connect with Mother Earth at the latitude of 19.5 degrees north.
And now I visualize all three star tetrahedronal shapes within Mother Earth’s physical body of Light.
The Brotherhood of the Light now brings in warps of Light in etheric crystals,
and implant these within the electromagnetic grid of Mother Earth,
so she may vibrate at a higher frequency and maintain her electromagnetic balance through this
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Planetary Merkaba activation.
The collective Christed Light all Light Beings from all dimensions now bring in the seven healing rays,

the chakra color frequency ray spectrum of sounds and colors and geometries of Light,
to assist in lifting of the consciousness of all Life on this Earth plane,
within the Cosmic Law of Free Will.
As this spectrum of healing colors shines upon Mother Earth’s Body of Light,
I now chant the holy words of Kodoish, Kodoish, Kodoish, Adonai, ‘Tsebayoth,
Holy, Holy, Holy, is the Lord God of Hosts.
And now, the White Light of Christ appears around and within Mother Earth,
creating a deep remembrance of One Unity Consciousness.
And now, Nature Intelligence assists in creating an involutionary and evolutionary balance between
Nature and Humanity on this Earth plane.
And now, as I link to the entire Company of Heaven, the planets, stars, solar system and numerous
Galaxies of Light assisting in this dimensional shift of Light,
I assist in activating the Light Body/Merkaba field of Mother Earth.
As I breathe with Mother Earth,
I bring a focus to the equator.
And now, a huge disk of Light, 9 times the size of Mother Earth forms at the equator.
And now, I visualize Mother Earth’s emotional and mental body star tetrahedrons spinning with this
disc in a clockwise and counter clockwise direction respectively,
as I now recite the following Fibonacci ratios and God speeds of Light:
8/5, 11 times God speed to infinity,
13/8, 22 times God speed to infinity,
21/13, 33 times God speed to infinity.
And now, as Mother Earth’s Merkaba field activates to this fifth dimensional frequency of Divine Love
through the Galactic Center,
I merge with every single Being of Light that has been assisting in the Planetary Merkaba activation of
Mother Earth,
including every single band of consciousness on this Earth plane,
that through the Cosmic Law of Free Will,
has chosen to experience Solar Christ Consciousness,
and this Golden Age of Light.
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I now find my Self back in my sacred space,
grounding into the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth,
and the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God.
I now bring a focus to this beautiful Golden Flower of Life, 54 feet in diameter around me,
and my activated Light Body/Merkaba,
holding all the new Earth Templates and geometries of Light.
I align once more to the Inner Earth Sun, the Sun, the Central Sun and now Great Central Sun,
as I come into my Heart’s Temple, and the Golden Solar Sun Disc of Light within my heart,
experiencing and feeling my Self through the Center of Creation,
in Divine Love and One Unity Consciousness.
I experience this Golden Age of Light.
as a Christ Conscious Being of Light,
a sacred transfiguring Flame of Divine Love.
I Am One with all Life
I Am That I Am.
Invocation by Anrita Melchizedek www.pleiadianlight.net
You Tube video http://www.youtube.com/user/AnritaMelchizedek
Mp3 download http://pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads
Music by Michael Hammer www.michaelhammer.com
Initiatory Gateways http://pleiadianlight.net/initiatory-gateways/

http://pleiadianlight.net/12-21-12-the-new-golden-age-of-light/
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2012, Dec 15 The speech of the Unknown from Reverse Spins
http://www.reversespins.com/signthatdocument.html

Signing the Declaration of Independence

The Speech of the Unknown
From the Editor of Reverse Spins: The following is taken from Washington and His Generals: or, Legends of
the Revolution by George Lippard, published in 1847. The signers of the Declaration of Independence sat in
Independence Hall at Philadelphia, contemplating losing their heads or being hanged. Their courage wavered.
The document sat there unsigned. An extraordinary catalyst was needed to move them to action. An unknown
man rose and gave an electrifying speech. He disappeared soon after.
By signing the Declaration, all were guilty of high treason under British law. The penalty for high
treason was to be hanged by the neck until unconscious, then cut down and revived, then
disemboweled and cut into quarters. The head and quarters were at the disposal of the crown.
No wonder they wavered! No wonder they discussed back and forth for days on end before signing
the document that carried so grave a penalty. An old legend dramatizes the story of the one who
galvanized the delegates and gave them the courage to sign that document.
But still there is doubt–and that pale-faced man, shrinking in one corner, squeaks out something
about axes, scaffolds, and a–gibbet!
"Gibbet!" echoes a fierce, bold voice, that startles men from their seats–and look yonder! A tall
slender man rises, dressed–although it is summer time–in a dark robe. Look how his white hand
undulates as it is stretched slowly out, how that dark eye burns, while his words ring through the
hall. (We do not know his name, let us therefore call his appeal)

THE SPEECH OF THE UNKNOWN.
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"Gibbet? They may stretch our necks on all the gibbets in the land–they may turn every rock into a
scaffold–every tree into a gallows, every home into a grave, and yet the words on that Parchment
can never die!
"They may pour our blood on a thousand scaffolds, and yet from every drop that dyes the axe, or
drips on the sawdust of the block, a new martyr to Freedom will spring into birth!
"The British King may blot out the Stars of God from His sky, but he cannot blot out His words
written on the Parchment there! The works of God may perish–His Word, never!
"These words will go forth to the world when our bones are dust. To the slave in the mines they will
speak–hope–to the mechanic in his workshop–freedom–to the coward-kings these words will speak,
but not in tones of flattery. No, no! They will speak like the flaming syllables on Belshazzar's wall–
THE DAYS OF YOUR PRIDE AND GLORY ARE NUMBERED!
THE DAYS OF JUDGMENT AND REVOLUTION DRAW NEAR!
"Yes, that Parchment will speak to the Kings in a language sad and terrible as the trump of the
Archangel. You have trampled on mankind long enough. At last the voice of human woe has
pierced the ear of God, and called His Judgment down! You have waded on to thrones over seas of
blood–you have trampled on to power over the necks of millions–you have turned the poor man's
sweat and blood into robes for your delicate forms, into crowns for your anointed brows. Now
Kings–now purpled Hangmen of the world–for you come the days of axes and gibbets and
scaffolds–for you the wrath of man–for you the lightnings of God!–
"Look! How the light of your palaces on fire flashes up into the midnight sky!
"Now Purpled Hangmen of the world–turn and beg for mercy!
"Where will you find it?
"Not from God, for you have blasphemed His laws!
"Not from the People, for you stand baptized in their blood!
"Here you turn, and lo! a gibbet!
"There–and a scaffold looks you in the face.
"All around you–death–and nowhere pity!
"Now executioners of the human race, kneel down, yes, kneel down upon the sawdust of the
scaffold–lay your perfumed heads upon the block–bless the axe as it falls–the axe that you
sharpened for the poor man's neck!
"Such is the message of that Declaration to Man, to the Kings of the world! And shall we falter
now? And shall we start back appalled when our feet press the very threshold of Freedom? Do I see
quailing faces around me, when our wives have been butchered–when the hearthstones of our land
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are red with the blood of little children?
"What are these shrinking hearts and faltering voices here, when the very Dead of our battlefields
arise, and call upon us to sign that Parchment, or be accursed forever?
"Sign! if the next moment the gibbet's rope is round your neck! Sign! if the next moment this hall
rings with the echo of the falling axe! Sign! By all your hopes in life or death, as husbands–as
fathers–as men–sign your names to the Parchment or be accursed forever!
"Sign–and not only for yourselves, but for all ages. For that Parchment will be the Text-book of
Freedom–the Bible of the Rights of Man forever!
"Sign–for that declaration will go forth to American hearts forever, and speak to those hearts like
the voice of God! And its work will not be done, until throughout this wide Continent not a single
inch of ground owns the sway of a British King!
"Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise! It is a truth, your own hearts witness it, God proclaims
it.–This Continent is the property of a free people, and their property alone. [17-second applause]
God, I say, proclaims it!
"Look at this strange history of a band of exiles and outcasts, suddenly transformed into a people–
look at this wonderful Exodus of the oppressed of the Old World into the New, where they came,
weak in arms but mighty in Godlike faith–nay, look at this history of your Bunker Hill–your
Lexington–where a band of plain farmers mocked and trampled down the panoply of British arms,
and then tell me, if you can, that God has not given America to the free?
[12-second applause]
"It is not given to our poor human intellect to climb the skies, to pierce the councils of the Almighty
One. But methinks I stand among the awful clouds which veil the brightness of Jehovah's throne.
Methinks I see the Recording Angel–pale as an angel is pale, weeping as an angel can weep–come
trembling up to that Throne, and speak his dread message–
"`Father! the old world is baptized in blood! Father, it is drenched with the blood of millions,
butchered in war, in persecution, in slow and grinding oppression! Father–look, with one glance of
Thine Eternal eye, look over Europe, Asia, Africa, and behold evermore, that terrible sight, man
trodden down beneath the oppressor's feet–nations lost in blood–Murder and Superstition walking
hand in hand over the graves of their victims, and not a single voice to whisper, "Hope to Man!"'
"He stands there, the Angel, his hands trembling with the black record of human guilt. But hark!
The voice of Jehovah speaks out from the awful cloud–`Let there be light again. Let there be a
New World. Tell my people–the poor–the trodden down millions, to go out from the Old World.
Tell them to go out from wrong, oppression and blood–tell them to go out from this Old World–to
build my altar in the New!'
[11-second applause]
"As God lives, my friends, I believe that to be his voice! Yes, were my soul trembling on the wing
for Eternity, were this hand freezing in death, were this voice choking with the last struggle, I
would still, with the last impulse of that soul, with the last wave of that hand, with the last gasp of
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that voice, implore you to remember this truth–God has given America to the free!
[13-second applause]
"Yes, as I sank down into the gloomy shadows of the grave, with my last gasp, I would beg you to
sign that Parchment, in the name of the God, who made the Saviour who redeemed you–in the
name of the millions whose very breath is now hushed in intense expectation, as they look up to
you for the awful words–`You are free!'"
[9-second applause]
O many years have gone since that hour–the Speaker, his brethren, all, have crumbled into dust, but
it would require an angel's pen to picture the magic of that Speaker's look, the deep, terrible
emphasis of his voice, the prophet-like beckoning of his hand, the magnetic flame which shooting
from his eyes, soon fired every heart throughout the hall!
The work was done. A wild murmur thrills through the hall.–Sign? Hah? There is no doubt now.
Look! How they rush forward–stout-hearted John Hancock has scarcely time to sign his bold name,
before the pen is grasped by another–another and another! Look how the names blaze on the
Parchment–Adams and Lee and Jefferson and Carroll, and now, Roger Sherman the Shoemaker.
And here comes good old Stephen Hopkins–yes, trembling with palsy, he totters forward–quivering
from head to foot, with his shaking hands he seizes the pen, he scratches his patriot-name.
Then comes Benjamin Franklin the Printer....

The Original Declaration of Independence (larger view)
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And now the Parchment is signed; and now let word go forth to the People in the streets–to the
homes of America–to the camp of Mister Washington, and the Palace of George the Idiot-King–let
word go out to all the earth–
And, old man in the steeple, now bare your arm, and grasp the Iron Tongue, and let the bell speak
out the great truth:
FIFTY-SIX TRADERS, LAWYERS, FARMERS AND MECHANICS HAVE THIS DAY SHOOK
THE SCHACKLES OF THE WORLD!
[13-second applause]
Hark! Hark to the toll of that Bell!
Is there not a deep poetry in that sound, a poetry more sublime than Shakespeare or Milton?
Is there not a music in the sound, that reminds you of those awful tones which broke from angellips, when news of the child Jesus burst on the shepherds of Bethlehem?
For that Bell now speaks out to the world, that–
GOD HAS GIVEN THE AMERICAN CONTINENT TO THE FREE–THE TOILING MILLIONS
OF THE HUMAN RACE–AS THE LAST ALTAR OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN ON THE GLOBE–
THE HOME OF THE OPPRESSED, FOREVERMORE!
[10-second applause]
Are we not bought with a price?
This reading is taken from the book Washington and His Generals: or, Legends of the Revolution by George
Lippard, published in 1847.
Manly P. Hall, in his book "The Secret Destiny of America" chapter 17, wrote:
"Some years ago, while visiting the Theosophical colony at Ojai, California, A. T. Warrington,
esoteric secretary of the society, discussed with me a number of historical curiosities, which led to
examination of his rare old volume of early American political speeches of a day earlier than those
preserved in the first volumes of the Congressional Record.
He made particular mention of a speech by an unknown man at the time of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence. The particular book was not available at the moment, but Mr.
Warrington offered to send me a copy of the speech, and he did; but unfortunately neglected to
append the title or the date of the book. He went to India subsequently, and died at the Theosophical
headquarters at Adyar, in Madras. ..."

The Mysterious Rosicrucian Who was the Father of the American Republic The story behind the Speech of the
Unknown.
Editor: In esoteric circles, many believe that the unknown man was Saint Germain. Only a master of his
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attainment could have charged the atmosphere of the room with such fire that all fear melted away. He had
assembled many of his most stalwart friends (e.g. Ben Franklin) from over the centuries to embody at that point
in time and space to help create a country dedicated to freedom, the most important freedom being that of
religion. His greatest ally in that cause was none other than George Washington. The father of our country was
not in the room of course. He was not a delegate. Go to The Mystical George Washington below, to learn of his
extraordinary connection to God and the secret destiny of America.

back to: The Mystical George Washington
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Constellation Ophiuchus: An Argument For Intelligent Design

I don’t know what makes me think I’m qualified to explore the subject of intelligence let alone
Intelligent Design but I’m going to give it a whack.
One look at the exclusive neighborhood Ophiuchus lives in gives us our first significant fact helping us
determine whether IAU’s designation of Ophiuchus as a zodiac constellation isn’t, ironically, a product
of science’s unwitting complicity in a demonstration of the principles of Intelligent Design.
Further, in asserting Constellation Ophiuchus was intentionally designed to be vitally influential in the
healing, evolution and soul growth of our planet and our species, we start with the assumption that its
placement on the Zodiac Belt is no accident and is, in fact, tied to its function and station in life.
The Milky Way Galaxy resembles our solar system in general design and behavior to the extent that it
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is comprised of a central star with lots of other stuff orbiting around it. Because the shape of the galaxy
is elliptical, orbiting objects experience galactic equinoxes, solstices and seasonal conditions just like
we do here on Earth in relation to our central Solar Star, the Sun. Hence, the geometric angles between
galaxy, solar system, and Earth are more or less calculable and certain alignments can be expected to be
significant for one reason or another.
Many ancient civilizations including the Mayans and Egyptians knew how the alignments worked and
left documentation behind, but wouldn’t you know it, 99% of it has not survived to aid scientists in
getting a sense of what the ancients knew that we don’t and what are the dates that we should be
looking for.
There have been some key celestial alignments in the waning decades of the 20th century that have
come and gone, but the upcoming date that has everyone on the edge of their seats right now is
December 21, 20126, just three days after the Sun crosses the boundary between constellations
Ophiuchus and Sagittarius. Sagittarius is the constellation that contains the Milky Way Galactic Center.

Milky Way Galaxy | You Are Here

The Hood
If we zoom in to take a closer look at the Galactic Center and its surroundings, we see a confluence of
three constellation energies: Sagittarius (fire – life/father element), Scorpius (water –
consciousness/mother element) and Ophiuchus (considered by Astrologers to represent the Fifth
Element, Ether – the substance out of which the other 4 elements were created, and therefore either
transgendered or omni-gendered), a constellation taking its overt storyline from that of the divine
physician commended to the stars for resurrecting the dead without a passport and a visa.7
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Here’s an asterism-style map in which there are no constellation boundaries drawn. It is not difficult to
imagine what a tricky job it must have been to decide where to put the boundaries.

SN 1604: Death of a Star in Constellation Ophiuchus = Signs of Life
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SN1604 | "Kepler's Star"
The last supernova to be observed in our galaxy was spotted in early October 1604. Although the
famous astronomer Johannes Kepler was not the first to see and report it, it was he who conducted and
submitted a systematic study of it. Hence it was dubbed “Kepler’s Star”. Its technical designation is SN
1604.
The lapse of over 400 years since SN 1604 lit up the sky between the easternmost foot of Ophiuchus
the Serpent Holder and the Milky Way Galaxy Center is not this supernova’s only distinction. Studies
conducted over the last 30 years using x-ray, radio and optical technologies kept scientists very busy
trying to resolve the mysteries of its origins which they finally managed to do using data recently
collected by the Chandra X-Ray Observatory between 2000-2006.
At its first sighting in 1604 Kepler’s Star was described as already brighter than all the stars in the sky.
Within a matter of days the supernova surpassed Mars and then Jupiter in brilliance. It was still as
bright as Jupiter as twilight overtook it and observers lost sight of it. Kepler reported that when it
reappeared in the night sky in January 1605, it was still brighter than Antares (Alpha Scorpius) and
continued to be visible with the naked eye until March of the following year.

An Astronomology Perspective
If you can’t make heads or tails of my tabulations, don’t worry. I do need to include this information at
least for now whether I keep it in the book or not remains to be seen. For now, it’s in. Astrologers who
want to learn the principles of Astronomology are going to appreciate that I’ve provided the data view.
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These numbers basically speak for themselves and are included for the interest of astrologer-types who
like to track such alignments. In that regard, apply the general rules of fixed star astrology which say
the orb of an alignment between a planet and a star (considered akin to a conjunction) is 1° Ecliptic
Longitude and/or 4’ (minutes) of Right Ascension. Matching Declinations within 1-1.5° and in the same
hemisphere (+North, -South) are called Parallels; Anti-Parallels in fixed star astrology are probably of less
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importance but still tell a story. Allow some wiggle room for brighter stars and certain planets (Sun, Moon,
Earth). In cases of a natural alliance I would tend to observe an expanded orb as well.
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1. (Pronounced oh-fee-you-kus) from L., from Gk. ophioukhos, lit. “holding a serpent,” from
ophis “serpent” + stem of ekhein “to hold, have, keep.” Ophiuchus. Dictionary.com. Online
Etymology Dictionary. Douglas Harper, Historian.
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Ophiuchus. ↩
2. Asclepius, Collection and Interpretation of the Testimonies, Edelstein and Edelstein Id. “In this
year (1405 B.C.) Ilium was founded by Ilius, and Asclepius entered the profession of medicine.”
(Choronicon Paschale, 7th c. A.D. Patrologia Graeca, 92 (Migne) 79, p. 232D: T.134 and citing
also Georgius Cedrenus, Historiae Compendium, I, 147). ↩
3. Metamorphosis is a mythological hexameter poem written by a Roman poet, Ovid (circa 43-18
B.C.E.) ↩
4. This would constitute the First Coming in the Jewish religion, and the Third for the Greeks. ↩
5. Weeping Statues and Icons http://www.visionsofjesuschrist.com/weepingstatuesandicons.htm ↩
6. The 12/21/12 date is conjecture affirmed through consensus of the Mayan calendar experts who
proffer their date under the caveat they are not sure their interpretation is completely correct. ↩
7. Signs point to it being a handy thing (or perhaps as yet further evidence of Intelligent Design)
the constellation is not named “Asclepius”. The generic name Serpent Holder stands free of
gender bias. ↩
From The Qunitessential Ophiuchus
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